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Topic Sentence:  
UMSIDA has two different journals, JEES  (Journal of English Educators Society) : to describe 
the exchange students’ self-efficacy on their writing competence. 
An then Pedagogia : to  describe  English  learning  problems  reported  by  the learners  as  non –  
English Department  students 
 
I. Journal Description 
Pedagogia: is a peer-reviewed (double blind review) journal published by Universitas 
Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo two times a year in Februari and August. 
JEES (Journal of English Educators Society) :  is a journal published two times a year in April 
and October. 
 
II. Content of Article 
 
Pedagogia : This  study  aimed  to  describe  English  learning  problems  reported  by  the 
learners  as  non –  English Department  students. The results of the study show that EFL learners 
experience a range of English learning problems. It happened due to different proficiency level of 
the students. 
JEES (Journal of English Educators Society) : This study aims to describe the exchange students’ 
self-efficacy on their writing competence.The subjects of this study were three students from 
Thailand. 
 
III. Method 
 
Pedagogia  : Using a qualitative approach  questionnaire, recording, and observasion methods. 
JEES (Journal of English Educators Society) : The instruments used were questionnaires and 
closed interviews. For interview results, transcribed in written form and using coding techniques 
to classify relevant points. 
 
IV. Significance 
Actually between JEES and Pedagogia equally have their own advantages. if Jees 
because there the discussion is more specific than pedagogia and wider because of the language 
used in english. For pedagia may be suitable for the English speaking layman. but in general 
keduannya interrelated because who discussed about learning English 
 
Concluding sentence: All in all, which is more interesting among English-based articles or familiar ones? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Full Paragraph 
 
1. Point by Point Method 
 
Universitas Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo (UMSIDA)  has 2 different Journals. The first is JEES (Journal 
English Educators Society), and the second is Pedagogia. JEES (Journal of English Educators Society) is 
one of the articles that use English, English is a global language, and its network is wider than Pedagogia. 
For pedagogia itself using the Indonesian language that is really familiar and easy to understand for us. 
Content In JEES more specific, because here only contains the research for writing competence. the style 
of content in Pedagogia contains more general and many types such as Speaking, Listening, Writing, and 
Reading. The aim of JEES itself is to describe the exchange students' self-efficacy on their writing 
competence. The subjects of this study were three students from Thailand. In a short, the subjects of this 
study have moderate level of writing self-efficacy. Each student shows diverse selection in writing stage. 
The first student had moderate self-efficacy, but he relatively can cope with the writing problems. In the 
second student, the writing self-efficacy was the highest one, and it was proven from her better writing 
result. In contrast to Pedagogia is to describe the English learning problems reported by the learners as 
non-English Department students. And to explain the difficulties faced by students in learning English 
and factors. This research uses qualitative approach with questionnaire instrument, observation, and video 
recording. Analysis of research data is done through three ways: data reduction, presentation of data, 
conclusions and verification. The results showed that the subject research has difficulty learning a variety 
of English. This happens due to factors different levels of English proficiency. All in all, which is more 
interesting among English-based articles or familiar ones? .“Megawati 2016a & Megawati 2016b”. 
2. Block Method 
 
Universitas Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo (UMSIDA)  has 2 different journals.The first is JEES (Journal 
English Educators Society). JEES (Journal of English Educators Society) is one of the articles that use 
English, English is a global language, and its network is wider than Pedagogia. The aim of JEES itself is 
to describe the exchange students' self-efficacy on their writing competence. The subjects of this study 
were three students from Thailand. In a short, the subjects of this study have moderate level of writing 
self-efficacy. Each student shows diverse selection in writing stage. The first student had moderate self-
efficacy, but he relatively can cope with the writing problems. In the second student, the writing self-
efficacy was the highest one, and it was proven from her better writing result. The second article is 
Pedagogia. For pedagogia itself using the Indonesian language that is really familiar and easy to 
understand for us. Content In JEES more specific, because here only contains the research for writing 
competence. the style of content In Pedagogia contains more general and many types such as Speaking, 
Listening, Writing, and Reading. In contrast to Pedagogia is to describe the English learning problems 
reported by the learners as non-English Department students. And to explain the difficulties faced by 
students in learning English and factors. This research uses qualitative approach with questionnaire 
instrument, observation, and video recording. Analysis of research data is done through three ways: data 
reduction, presentation of data, conclusions and verification. The results showed that the subject research 
has difficulty learning a variety of English. This happens due to factors different levels of English 
proficiency. All in all, which is more interesting among English-based articles or familiar 
ones?..“Megawati 2016a & Megawati 2016b”. 
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